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1. Abstract
GAMBL is a complete gaming platform that consolidates operator,
sportsbook, betting exchange, casino, lottery, and poker services into a
single application. GAMBL uses distributed ledger technology, also known
as blockchain technology, to bring fair and open gaming to a global market.
The core goal of the GAMBL platform is to harvest the advantages of
blockchain technology to create valuable gaming services that can be
packaged in a traditional way and marketed to the general public, regardless
of blockchain knowledge or awareness.
GAMBL aims to bridge trillion-dollar industries and be at the forefront of
the adoption of blockchain technology within the gaming industry. With this
action, GAMBL can be a leader in bringing a blockchain platform to the
general public for everyday use.
GAMBL provides users with highly competitive odds, industry-leading prize
pools, provably fair operation, the ability to choose from multiple operators,
and the sole ownership and control of their own funds. There are no individual
restrictions and users can access the platform from anywhere in the world.
GAMBL provides operators with a much lower-cost solution, a lower entry
barrier, access to a global player pool, and higher profit retention. The
distributed nature of the system greatly reduces the need and
associated cost of centralized operation by incentivizing Operator Nodes to
validate transactions, verify gaming data, and trigger the execution of
smart contracts for bet placement and resolution. Operators lock coins as
collateral to create their own sportsbook on the platform.
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A portion of operator profits are destroyed (removed from the total coin
supply). All of the profits from the initial team-run GAMBL Operator Node
are destroyed, and all profits from the automated casino, lottery, and poker
services are destroyed. As use of the platform increases, the supply decreases.
The GAMBL blockchain leverages the increasing use of the system to
create a unique and deflationary digital economy that drives scarcity and
rewards all participants in the network and all holders of GAMBL coins.
GAMBL bridges the gap between blockchain technology, the general
population, and operators themselves by delivering a consolidated solution
with undeniable and unmatchable value to end users.
Its provably fair, safe, and secure gaming solution; a deflationary economy;
and ability to service users on a global scale with industry-leading odds and
fees, make GAMBL one of a kind.
As a decentralized and open-source gaming network that rewards users,
GAMBL is in essence a network by the people, of the people, and for the people.

2. Setting the Scene
A basic explanation of the traditional structure and offering of centralized
products in the gaming industry is a useful tool for understanding the benefits
provided by the GAMBL blockchain. The general operations of sportsbooks,
betting exchanges, casinos, lotteries, and poker services are briefly described
below, along with a summary of the primary ways a decentralized solution can
change the gaming industry with respect to these services.
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2.1. SPORTSBOOK

In a traditional sportsbook format, the centralized operator directly accepts
the user’s bet along with the risk of losing. This is the most common and
recognizable format to most bettors.
Hiding an inherent betting fee in the odds offered to their users allows the
sportsbook to profit over time.
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The best way to think of a betting exchange is as a “free market” for the
outcomes of sporting events. Unfortunately the operation of an exchange does
not produce the profits required to compete with sportsbooks. In many cases
this conundrum has resulted in exchanges competing against themselves with
the launch of their own sportsbooks, while charging fees as high as 60% on
high-volume exchange users, and implementing marketing practices to push
betting volume from the exchange to the sportsbook.

A simple example of this is an event with two outcomes of equal probability,
a “50/50” event. In this scenario a sportsbook will typically offer odds of 1.91,
10/11, or -110 depending on the format and the user’s location or preference.
Regardless of format, these odds represent a probability of 52.4% for an event
that in reality has a probability of 50%. A winning bet of 100 will return a profit
of 91. Users may be unaware, but they paid a 9% fee on the profit of their bet.

The next issue exchanges face is a lack of liquidity. One user must offer a bet
for another user to be able to take it. This leads to concentrations of volume
in more popular sports and markets, while other markets suffer from a lack
of liquidity and ultimately become uncompetitive, thus ceasing to be viable
options. In fact, the whole product can cease to be viable in the event of a
lack of liquidity in major markets. This has led to the downfall of most
operators attempting to offer betting exchanges as a service and remains
a problem that centralized operators have failed to solve.

Along with their hidden fees, sportsbooks generally act to reduce their own
liability by limiting or outright removing winning users. As large companies
with huge operating costs, they simply cannot afford to provide a fair
product to their users. They are also forced to maximize profit by becoming
more aggressive in their marketing techniques and user interface designs.

2.3. CASINO

2.2. BETTING EXCHANGE

With the betting exchange format, users place bets against each other while
the centralized operator does not take on any liability. Instead, users are
charged a fee on profits for using the exchange. Users can set their
preferred odds, often resulting in fairer odds than those offered by a
sportsbook. The fee charged is also typically lower than a sportsbook’s
inherent fee.

Casinos by and large offer fixed-odds games with known probabilities and a
known house edge. These games usually apply the same hidden fee structure
as the sportsbook.
Roulette is a simple example. Red and black pay even money, as if their
occurrence is a 50/50 event, as described earlier. Only 18 out of 37 outcomes
are red. This is a 48.65% probability, which clearly reveals the house’s edge
on the bet. Many roulette wheels feature two green numbers, 0 and 00, which
further increases the house’s edge against the player by expanding the number
of possible outcomes to 38.
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Every casino’s primary goal is to increase the generation of volume, whether it
is directly against the house or in a peer-to-peer nature, with the house taking
a cut. Casinos have implemented a specific method of increasing volume that
should not be underestimated: multiple users take part in the same game, but
each user independently bets in direct opposition to the house. An example
of this is multiple people playing on the same roulette wheel. This establishes
a competitiveness and community atmosphere around certain casino games
that undoubtedly leads to greater volume.
The main issue casinos face is operating expense, which has led to a large push
into the much more profitable online scene. Many users simply prefer to play
from the comfort of their own home, skipping the travel and loud atmosphere
in most physical casinos. The COVID-19 pandemic has only exacerbated this.
2.4. LOTTERY

Lotteries and raffles are self-explanatory and profit by rewarding less than the
total amount accumulated to winners. Amazingly, the prize pools can be as
low as 16% of the total amount raised, with the remainder attributed to inflated
operating expenses and whatever government “sin tax” is implemented. The
UK National Lottery alone contributed £1.5 billion to various causes during the
fiscal year of 2017/18.
As with sportsbooks, betting exchanges, and casinos, lotteries also
face the same core issues with the ever-increasing costs of operation.
Lotteries are arguably the slowest moving of these products in terms of
adapting to the internet and enabling the reduction of operating costs. This
has led to sportsbooks entering the lottery marketplace and often offering
returns on national lottery bets that are superior to what the lotteries
themselves offer.
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2.5. POKER

Poker, and card games in general, exist in many different permutations, but
play is generally divided into two different types; cash games and tournaments.
In cash games, a small fee known as the “rake” is taken from each hand.
Players are extremely sensitive to rake structures, and a rake that is too
high can be fatal to the ecosystem as a whole.
In the case of tournaments, a fee generally ranging from 5-15% is taken
directly upon entry, although it is becoming increasingly rare to see
tournament fees above 10% online.
The main issues in the world of online poker stem from a lack of
transparency and heavy-handed regulatory measures. Such measures as
segmenting the global player pool only induce inefficiencies, and this cost is
passed down to players as a whole. With advances in technology, poker fees
should have decreased in recent years, but they have actually increased since
the event known as Black Friday in 2011.
2.6. BENEFITS OF DECENTRALIZATION

Distributed ledger technology is sure to be at the forefront of the next leap
in technical innovation. Globally accessible and provably fair systems
are here. Achieving widespread use of blockchain solutions is a matter of
applying the available technology to existing marketplaces to create inherently
advantageous products that cannot be matched by traditional operators.
With a basic foundation of ledger-based financial transactions, the
betting industry is a leading candidate for the adoption and implementation
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of distributed ledger technology. In fact, ledgers (and then databases) have
been the basis of the bookmaking industry since its origin and they led to the
term bookmaking in the first place. “Making a book” originally comes from
operators placing their odds and bets in hardbound ledgers. This betting
ledger was used by bookmaker Reg McKay at Randwick Racecourse in
Sydney, New South Wales, in 1930. The bets are recorded in pencil in columns
headed by the relevant horse’s name.
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cater to users and operators safely and securely regardless of location. This
innovative approach ultimately results in a fairer service, unmatchable betting
fees, and a more profitable alternative for users across the globe.
A decentralized gaming blockchain allows users to bet safely, securely, and
privately on a self-regulating network. Users can retain control of their own
funds and bet without limitation or restriction. Decentralization also removes
all geographical barriers, meaning that it is possible for a gaming blockchain
to access a global market and tap into an industry whose total size can only be
estimated.
Peer-to-peer online betting on a decentralized system is the future of
gaming. GAMBL embodies this system and with it, breaks down the
barriers between the cryptocurrency and gaming industries. The next
exponential advancement awaiting the cryptocurrency industry is the
adoption of the technology outside of the industry itself. The next major
technological advancement in the gaming industry will be the adoption of
distributed blockchains. GAMBL merges these industries, meeting both of
their needs, to become a leader in bringing blockchain technology to the
masses.

- Ledger - Betting, Randwick Racecourse, 1930

As one of the oldest, largest, and fastest growing industries in the world,
gaming is set to be extensively impacted by the technological
revolution of the distributed blockchain. Betting in its purest form is
popular on a global scale, and with the adoption of distributed ledger
technology, it is now possible for a provably fair gaming service to exist that can

Much as with a phone, a laptop, or the internet itself, the majority of
users only desire to know and experience the advantages distributed
ledger technology can bring, without requiring full knowledge and
understanding of the technology’s function. While both are equally
important to different user groups, the world is still waiting to experience
the advantages of the technology on a service they can use every day.
The GAMBL blockchain is one of the first to introduce undeniable and
unmatchable advantages to end users around the world in this manner.
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3. Market Information

3.1. OVERVIEW

Sports betting along with gaming in general, is one of the oldest, largest, and
fastest growing industries in the world. The gaming marketplace only increases
in size as it continues to be legalized in more regions.
UK/EU

NORTH AMERICA

Billions are gambled every year in the UK. Billions are gambled every year
in the US, an area that is just beginning to legalize and expand the activity.
Billions are gambled every year in Asia, where betting is mostly illegal - yet
the area manages to account for almost half of the world’s betting volume.
Betting is truly global and inherent to human nature. There is, always has been,
and always will be demand for betting services regardless of legality. Bringing
this global demand together with a product that is safe, secure, provably fair,
and outside the control of a centralized authority is, without a doubt, lucrative.

ASIA

SOUTH AMERICA

The gaming industry has always relied on technological advances to improve
its products and services, as is true for any of the world’s largest industries.
Internet and mobile technology took the gaming industry to another level.
Distributed ledger technology will be the next catalyst to elevate it to new
heights.
3.2. UK/EU

The largest legal market for online gambling is Europe, but this probably won’t
come as a surprise to anyone. In 2015 the EU market made up 47.6% of the
€34.6 billion of global online gaming gross win (stakes minus winnings)
generated. While the success of online gambling in Europe is relatively well
known, the continent maintains its position as the leader in gaming services
due to its level of innovation, especially through the growth of successful online
casino platforms.
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The gross gaming yield (GGY) for the UK industry in fiscal year 2017/2018
was £14.5 billion according to the operators licensed and regulated by the
Gambling Commission.

However, considering the somewhat fragile nature of UK and EU politics
surrounding Brexit, it is fair to raise questions about how economic
protectionism will impact gambling in Europe in the years to come.

The GGY of the National Lottery was £3 billion, with £6.9 billion in ticket sales
and £1.5 billion contributed to various causes.

The industry in the UK and EU may also be forced to respond to growing,
but indirect, competition from the expansion of gaming services in North
America, with many of the same operators looking to enter the new
marketplaces available to them.
3.3. NORTH AMERICA

The gaming industry in North America is set for a huge expansion with recent
and continuing increasing legality in different states. Nevada continues to be
the leader in US gaming, generating a large increase in sportsbook revenue
over the last 20 to 30 years. However, the increased expansion potential of
the market as a whole signals the dawn of the exponential growth of gaming
within North America, arguably initiated by the huge uptake in fantasy sports
services in recent years.
The nine largest UK gaming companies listed on the London Stock Exchange
as of 31 December 2018 totalled for a market capitalization of £15 billion,
including Paddy Power Betfair (£5.093 billion), GVC Holdings (£3.922 billion),
IG Group Holdings (£2.102 billion), and William Hill (£1.334 billion) among
others. GVC Holdings alone reported almost £3 billion in net gaming revenue
(NGR) in 2018.
The gaming industry in the UK and EU is massive and constantly growing.
This is evident to anyone who has watched a sporting event on UK television
and witnessed the number of gaming advertisements.

Oxford Economics estimates that a nationally legalized sports betting
market could generate between $65 billion and $330 billion in total amount
wagered, depending on the availability of places to bet, the gaming tax rate,
and the sports available for betting.
Meanwhile, the Competitive Enterprise Institute, a Washington, DC, based
non-profit think tank, suggests that up to $400 billion may be wagered annually
on sports, and that at least 95% of that is wagered illegally.
Providing a lower number, the American Gaming Association estimates that
the illegal sports betting market produces $150 billion in wagers today.
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occupy major roles. Further, operators who have entered the marketplace
enforcing standard UK and EU operating procedures for their products have
not been met with kind reviews.
North America demands a greater level of freedom in its betting services, and
GAMBL provides this by allowing users sole control of their own funds and
access to a provably fair system.
3.4. SOUTH AMERICA

South America represents a gaming economy that, on paper, is not as large
as other areas, but with the caveat that it lacks access to the same variety and
quality of consistent operators as the UK and EU, for example.
While Bet365 seems to dominate the region, competitors tend to be more
specific to certain countries (e.g., SportingBet/Betboo/Miapuesta, Betmotion,
and Rivalo in Brazil; Betsson, Vera & John, and Inkabet in Peru; Caliente and
SpinGol in Mexico).
– Projected US Sports Betting Market Revenue and Handle, 2023

With such a vast amount of illegal betting on sports in the US, presumably
using low-quality and unreliable operators, it is hard to argue that there are
not many billions in lost and unreported revenue. These losses will soon be
open for harvesting by products providing much greater value and service to
the end user.
With that said, the transition is proving to be less than smooth, with different
states choosing to charge different taxes, and a core issue seeming to be a
lack of industry expertise to fulfil the growing need for such personnel to

South America is one region that can benefit greatly from the trusted and
consolidated service that GAMBL offers.
3.5. ASIA

Due to the illegality of gaming services across large parts of Asia, it is difficult
to obtain accurate figures representing the true market size, much like in the US
prior to the growing legalization. During the 2018 FIFA World Cup tournament,
the betting volume managed by authorized Chinese sportsbooks was reported
to have exceeded 40 billion yuan.
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A highly publicized illegal outfit managed to generate more than 10 billion
yuan of wagers in a period of 20 days of active service during the tournament.
It is estimated that the illegal gambling market volume in China is 10 times
greater than the legal market, so one can conclude that during the 2018 World
Cup, total betting volume in China on that event likely exceeded 400 billion
yuan.
Hong Kong is home to one of the most popular gray-area networks in the
world – Bodog/Bovada/Ignition – which is owned by the PaiWangLuo Group.
It is known they are highly committed to operating as clandestinely as possible
as this is normal for the region. Their commitment to secrecy is easily observed
on the poker side of their network, where as much information as possible is
concealed.
A quote from a long-time industry affiliate explains it best: “An odd quirk about
this network is that they do not share their traffic statistics voluntarily. They go
to great lengths to hide their traffic statistics. In the cash game and sit-and-go
lobbies full games are hidden from other players. The network operates under
a ‘recreational’ player model and hides player traffic and full tables from view
in order to deter seasoned winning players, or sharks, from overpopulating
their tables.”
Asia is reported to account for almost half of the world’s betting volume. This
represents a huge market considering the majority of users are forced to take
part in underground services of low quality.
GAMBL brings these users a provably fair system, free from the danger of such
underground services and accessible anywhere in the world.
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3.6. AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND

Looking at the state of world gambling country by country, the gambling levels
in the US, UK, and China are already well documented. What might not be
so obvious is Australia’s role in the industry’s growth. Statistics show that the
average loss per gambler in Australia towers over those of other nations,
coming in at a little over $1,000. Singapore comes in second on that list with
an average loss per adult of around $650.
With players willing to part with higher-than-average amounts of disposable
income and growing access to services of similar quality to those in the UK and
EU, Australia will certainly have a role to play in the future of online gaming.
Australian bettors may wonder why their greater loss per gambler does not
result in better odds or a better service for them than those in less profitable
regions. GAMBL provides highly competitive odds compared to centralized
operators and, due to the deflationary economy, a higher betting volume
benefits all users of the network.
3.7. MOBILE/ONLINE

Mobile and online gaming in general has experienced a huge rise over the last
dozen years, establishing a significant market share.
In the UK, remote (online) gambling was the largest sector by GGY in 2017/2018,
constituting 38.8% of the overall market with £5.6 billion GGY. Within the
remote sector, casino games generated £3 billion in GGY, predominantly
through slots games (£2 billion). GGY for remote betting in the UK totals £2.5
billion and is dominated by football and horse racing betting.
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3.8. MARKET SUMMARY

Without a doubt, betting is a global interest that exists in perpetuity and forms
large financial markets in all areas of the world regardless of legality. These
markets are only growing and expanding as technology advances.
Each area is unique and has its specific issues and demands. GAMBL
provides a global service that every user and operator from every area can
use collaboratively for the benefit of all participants, in a safe, secure, and
provably fair manner.

Although mobile gaming is on the rise, it is worth noting that 73% of people
surveyed have used their laptop to gamble online, and 54% on their desktop,
compared to 29% on a smartphone and 16% on a tablet.
Non-remote-betting GGY decreased by £93.9 million for the period, and the
number of physical betting premises declined for the fifth year in a row, making
it clear that the trend of users preferring to gamble online is continuing.
According to the UK Gambling Commission, the remote casino, betting, and
bingo (i.e., the largest GGY contributor) sector accounts for only 9.6% of the
total workforce, which demonstrates the incredible decrease in cost provided
by the remote/online market compared to non-remote gaming.

Utilizing the advantages of distributed ledger technology, GAMBL is an
undeniable and unmatchable service not only when it comes to benefits for
end users, but also as a market entity that can access users on a global scale,
generating user and volume numbers that are unattainable for a traditional
operator bound to a specific country or region.
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4. The Problem
The gaming industry may be large and growing, but it doesn’t have a
good reputation. A startling demonstration of this is apparent in the UK
Gambling Commission’s report, which shows that over 40% of people
link gambling to crime and the UK’s gaming industry is one of the most
regulated, accepted, and well advertised.
Where illegal, the industry is in the hands of organized crime. Where gambling
legality is a gray area, operators cannot be trusted. Where it is legal, operators
apply excessive fees and unfair limits.
Centralized networks have centralized points of failure and are far from
infallible. If an operator on the scale of Full Tilt can mismanage hundreds
of millions of dollars in player funds, users have every right to demand a
solution that lets them quickly and easily verify that their funds are held
securely and separately from all other funds at any given time.
Centralized operators are also vulnerable to the whims of governments
and legislators, as was witnessed during Black Friday. In many cases this
resulted in users’ funds being frozen for nearly a decade, which is an
absolute systematic failure at all levels.
Users deserve better than that, and it is becoming increasingly clear that the
only way to guarantee such basic rights is to return power to the users through
consensus data mechanisms and distributed systems.
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4.1. FOR USERS

Regardless of legal status, most bettors face problems while gambling.
In areas where betting is illegal, people are forced to engage with
questionable characters, usually criminals, without regard for their safety
or assurance of collecting earnings after a win. These people put their money,
health, and freedom at risk merely to participate in their hobby.
Users face a different set of problems in legal areas. Bookmakers, in a
borderline predatory action, push users toward bets that greatly benefit the
house while heavily restricting or banning those who are deemed to win “too
much.”
If you are the bookmaker, you cannot lose, and if you are the user, you can
hardly win. This is unquestionably an unfair environment for bettors. While
other industries enjoy the benefits of technological innovation and
automation and pass those benefits on to their users, the gaming industry
does no such thing. It is time for gaming systems to reap the rewards of
technological advancements and pass them on to the end user rather than
exploiting them as a means of control.
An environment ranging from unfair to dangerous is the standard gambling
ground for users. They have no control of their own funds, let alone their own
private information, and next to no idea who does. Whether a user can even
withdraw their own funds is often a gamble in itself.
During times of high network traffic, users may experience payout delays
ranging from days to weeks or more.
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This is completely unacceptable. One can only imagine the room for growth
in such an established industry if operating procedure were brought in to line
with customer expectations and desires.
Even in highly regulated areas, such as the UK, users cannot be assured that
their funds are protected. Unfortunately, the recent collapse of Football Index
highlighted this all too well.
4.2. FOR OPERATORS

Operators face problems of their own as they are largely profit driven. They
are forced to generate a revenue surplus in order to cover their expansive
operating costs and support the growth of their companies. They must deal
with ever changing costs from the software providers they are reliant on, and
often encounter large development fees to merely maintain their service.
End user benefits such as lowered fees or even ability to win over time stand
in the way of a centralized operator’s goals. As a result, qualities like user
experience and fairness barely feature on their list of priorities. Operating
cost dictates everything.
Operators also have to comply with evolving legislation and requirements,
enforce KYC, limit their own marketplace and potential gain, and pay
whatever fees governments dictate.
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5. The Solution
5.1. FOR USERS & OPERATORS

Typical industry “solutions” to the issues described have been to cut costs by
manipulating their workforce numbers and maximizing the average profit on
each user. GAMBL provides a different level of solution, one that overhauls the
original framework of the industry, improves it at its core, and eliminates the
problems at the root rather than making reactionary moves to surface issues
that ultimately lead to instability.
A solution to the problems present in the gaming industry must serve users and
operators in order to succeed. Some of the key features that would be present
in a perfect solution include:

LOW FEES/FAIR ODDS

EASE OF USE

CONTROL OF OWN FUNDS

INSTANT PAYOUTS

GUARANTEED
LIQUIDITY

UNLIMITED BETTING

UNLIMITED GLOBAL
ACCESS

PRIVACY
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A decentralized blockchain is the perfect tool to achieve this ultimate service,
but it comes with its own set of features and requirements that must be met.
These include:

DECENTRALIZED

COST-EFFICIENCY

CONCENSUS DATA

PROVABLE
FAIRNESS

BENEFITS & INCENTIVES
FOR ALL NETWORK PRATICIPANTS

DIGITAL ECONOMY

Why not use Bitcoin as the decentralized blockchain for the solution? A
globally available, provably fair, and decentralized gaming service has
very specific data and network demands. Low transaction cost and high
transaction throughput are essential. Neither of which are currently possible
with Bitcoin.
5.2. LOW FEES/FAIR ODDS

The GAMBL sportsbook features highly competitive odds on all major events
through the official GAMBL Operator Node pool, constituting a 102.6%
market. This results in odds of 1.95/-105 on both sides of even events.
The GAMBL betting exchange allows users to offer their own odds on the
outcomes of events and bet against each other. A fee of 1% is charged on the
profit of all winning bets on the exchange.
The GAMBL casino operates with an average 90% reduced fee/house edge
across games in comparison to traditional operators. Using our roulette
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example from earlier, a traditional operator will offer odds of 2.0 on red,
implying 50% probability. As red only has a probability of 48.65%, the house
edge is 1.35%. With GAMBL, the house edge would be reduced by 90%, to
only 0.13%. This would result in odds of 2.05 for red, much better than the
standard 2.0.
The GAMBL lottery boasts an industry-leading entry-fee to prize-pool ratio of
90%.
The GAMBL poker system also reduces rake across games by an average of
90% when compared to traditional services, much like the casino.
5.3. EASE OF USE

GAMBL is free from the standard predatory industry practices and
provides a cleaner and clearer user interface experience. Users are greeted
with all the options and features they know from using centralized services,
but without the clutter and clickbait. Fiat currency conversion is integrated
in the core application wallet. All gaming services, the ability to manage funds,
deposit, withdraw, and convert currency is at a user’s fingertips. A familiar
product, free from complicated blockchain terminology, is a key goal for
the GAMBL platform.
5.4. CONTROL OF OWN FUNDS

Network users maintain control of their own funds by managing their own
wallet. Bets are held in smart contracts until results are processed and
contracts are resolved. No centralized entity is in possession of user funds at
any time. There is no possibility of funds being lost due to any third party.
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5.5. INSTANT PAYOUTS

As soon as the official Operator Node pool confirms a result and
processes it to the blockchain, all bets are resolved within one block.
Winnings are automatically sent to the user’s wallet, which only they are
authorized to access at any given time.
5.6. GUARANTEED LIQUIDITY

The GAMBL sportsbook and exchange generates automatic liquidity
through the official Operator Node pool to guarantee sufficient liquidity in
all betting markets. The dependency on users to provide base liquidity is
removed.
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network and therefore no personal details can be stolen, exploited, or misused
in any way.
5.10. DECENTRALIZED

With active nodes supporting the network all over the world, the GAMBL
network is a reliable and safe platform. As the GAMBL platform is
sufficiently decentralized through the distribution of nodes, it is out of the reach
and control of centralized authorities.
5.11. COST EFFICIENCY

5.8. UNLIMITED GLOBAL ACCESS

Compared to traditionally centralized operators, decentralized blockchain technology significantly lowers overhead and offers a considerable
advantage when managing the platform. Operator Nodes can operate
at exponentially lower costs than centralized operators and combine to
achieve a network value that is much greater than the sum of its parts.
With GAMBL, payment and setup fees are a thing of the past and the
external dependencies for operators are dramatically reduced. Operators only
need to secure an odds feed and possess the necessary collateral in GAMBL
coins in order to join the pool or create their own sportsbook on the platform.

There are no inherent geographical restrictions when it comes to using any of
the services provided by GAMBL.

5.12. CONSENSUS DATA

5.7. UNLIMITED BETTING

There are no individual limits or restrictions when it comes to using GAMBL.
There is a maximum amount per individual bet, but users can bet multiple
times provided the blockchain has not met its liquidity threshold. There are no
limits on casino games or lottery entries.

5.9. PRIVACY

GAMBL users benefit from all the privacy and anonymity of decentralized
blockchains. No personal details are required to participate in the GAMBL

Use of a second layer network allows for Operator Nodes to supply the
blockchain with gaming data via APIs, coming to a consensus on games and
results to provide a seamless experience for the end user.
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5.13. PROVABLE FAIRNESS

GAMBL is an open-source project, meaning all code for the platform and its
features is open to audit and review by anyone who wishes to do so. Users can
rest assured that all results and payouts are correct and valid.
5.14. BENEFITS AND INCENTIVES FOR ALL NETWORK PARTICIPANTS

With the GAMBL network, bettors can expect higher profits than from
traditional operators due to lower fees and better odds.
Operator Nodes can expect higher returns on investment than centralized
operators due to increased profit retention and the lower cost of operating the
GAMBL network.
5.15. DIGITAL ECONOMY

The destruction of a portion of profits creates a digital economy that ties
usage of the system to deflation of the total supply, benefiting all GAMBL coin
holders and users.
As a gaming service, GAMBL can cater to bettors all over the world,
reintroduce fairness, remove the industry’s bad practices, and reshape its
image at the same time.
As a decentralized blockchain, GAMBL can introduce the direct user
benefits of distributed ledger technology and expose users from an
established marketplace to a functional blockchain product on a daily
basis.
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6. The GAMBL Platform
GAMBL is an all-in-one decentralized gaming solution for both users and
operators featuring sportsbook, betting exchange, casino, lottery, and poker
services.
GAMBL leverages the inherent advantages of blockchain technology to bring
unmatched value to users and operators alike.
Increasing usage of the system creates a deflationary economy as a result of
the destruction of a portion of profits, benefiting all network participants.
The initial coin supply of the platform is 500,000,000 GAMBL coins.
An in-depth technical breakdown of the blockchain, Operator Nodes, and
betting and gaming architecture will be available in a technical paper.
6.1. BLOCKCHAIN

The GAMBL blockchain is a multi layered system that uses core proof-of-stake
wallets in conjunction with Operator Nodes.
The core wallet confirms blocks and earns block rewards. Users engage with
the wallet to participate in GAMBL services.
User interface quality is of great importance to bettors of all kinds. The
GAMBL core wallet achieves a clean, modern appearance, free from the
predatory clickbait that has become all too common on centralized
products.
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Fully equipped with features such as odds conversion, bet history, bet status,
and all other features users expect from a gaming application, the core wallet
can be every user’s one-stop shop for every gaming need.
6.2. OPERATOR NODES
Operator Nodes achieve consensus to feed events and odds data to the
blockchain via APIs and execute smart contracts for bet placement and
resolution.
As the blockchain relies on Operator Nodes feeding correct data,
they must be incentivized to accurately perform their duties. They are
rewarded through a 90% rate of profit retention on bets placed and
verified through their node.
As betting and gaming profits depend on blockchain usage and gaming volume, Operator Nodes must “earn” them by operating at a high level and generating a constant flow of data for the end user to seamlessly interact with. The
remaining 10% of profits is removed from the total supply, or destroyed.
Operator Nodes are required to enter a monthly smart contract that locks
150,000 GAMBL coins until renewal. Data accuracy, governance vote
participation, and uptime requirements must all be met by each Operator
Node to avoid incurring a penalty and continue service.
Operator Nodes may join the consensus pool of nodes or operate
individually, providing their own sportsbook to users. In the case of the
latter, Operator Nodes must possess and lock a sufficient number of
GAMBL coins to meet any potential liability taken on through bets on their
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own sportsbook service. Individual operators may be subject to the laws and
regulations set forth by their local jurisdiction.
On the initial launch of the GAMBL blockchain, a team-run GAMBL
Operator Node will fulfil the role of feeding accurate data. The team-run
node will destroy 100% of profits, powering the deflationary economy.
6.3. THE SPORTSBOOK

The Operator Nodes populate the sportsbook with events and odds. Through
the official GAMBL Operator Node pool, users can place bets directly
against the blockchain with no individual limit until the blockchain reaches its
maximum liability threshold.
The blockchain creates new GAMBL coins to pay profits on winning bets, while
the GAMBL coins from losing bets are destroyed. Liquidity is automatically
generated to form 102.6% markets on major sports.
An automatic trigger disallows further betting on an outcome that has
surpassed the blockchain’s liability threshold of 2,500,000 GAMBL coins.
This liability is calculated with consideration of the amount bet on the
alternate outcome(s) and does not create a cap on the total amount that can
be bet on an event. This threshold is subject to change and may scale over time.
Individual operators may also create their own sportsbook, with their own odds,
liability threshold and user interface designs.
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6.4. THE BETTING EXCHANGE

The Operator Node pool also populate the betting exchange with events and
automatically generate base liquidity to form 102.6% markets (1.95/-105 as
mentioned earlier).
It accomplishes this in the same manner as for the sportsbook. In fact, the
design is intertwined so that the sportsbook provides the automated
exchange liquidity and the blockchain combines potential liability across
both services.
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90% of lottery entry funds are designated to the prize pool and 10% are treated
as a fee.
The blockchain creates new GAMBL coins to pay profits on winning bets, while
the GAMBL coins from losing bets are destroyed. This allows GAMBL to offer
industry-leading payout percentages and prize pools.
6.6. ECONOMICS

Bettors may then post their own odds in the form of a “lay tx” (think of a sell
order on an exchange). Each lay tx is then broken down by the blockchain in a
modular fashion to allow multiple users to unite to take the other side.

Standard masternode and staking models tend to have problems with inflation,
so a complex economic model has been developed that ultimately turns a
blockchain with inflationary aspects into a blockchain featuring an innovative
deflationary economy. Initially, block rewards averaging 10 GAMBL coins per
minute cause an inflation of 5,256,000 GAMBL coins per year, a 1.05% rate.

Bettors see a list of different odds for the event and the liquidity available at
each number. Bets fill the lay tx of the user on the other side of the bet and the
market odds and liquidity are automatically updated.

The first deflationary aspect of GAMBL is the destruction of betting and
gaming fees, which reduces the total coin supply.

A 1% fee is applied to the profits of winning bets, the entirety of which is
destroyed. No fee is charged for unfilled lay txs and funds are returned.

The second deflationary aspect is the blockchain’s automatic liquidity
function, combined with its house edge.

6.5. CASINO, LOTTERY, & POKER

Casino, lottery, and poker games are automated on the blockchain using
GAMBL’s built-in, provably fair outcome generation. Users can rest assured
that they are always getting accurate results as the solution is open-source
and free to audit.
A variable fee equivalent to a 90% reduction of the industry standard house
edge is applied to casino and poker games on the GAMBL blockchain, while

To ensure all markets on the GAMBL betting exchange are liquid, the
blockchain automatically provides liquidity for major events, producing a
102.6%market. The 2.6% house edge works in conjunction with automated
liability management to ensure “the house always wins.”
The house edge, in combination with the 1% fee on profits, creates a net
destruction expectancy of roughly 3% of every GAMBL coin wagered against
the blockchain’s liquidity on the betting exchange.
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The destruction of profits, automatic liquidity function, and natural house edge
from sportsbooks odds, and casino and lottery services combine to create an
advantage for the blockchain itself and result in an expected reduction in supply.
With sufficient betting volume, this reduction in supply can more than
outweigh the increase in supply from block rewards, creating a deflationary
economy linked to usage and participation.
The resulting economic model generates incentive for Operator Nodes,
creates benefits for all users from all uses of the GAMBL coin, and ties use
of the GAMBL coin to a decrease in supply. The GAMBL blockchain forms a
unique, circular economy that merges store-of-value properties and utility to
both incentivize and reward all participants.
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7. Value Proposition
GAMBL delivers a compelling value proposition in many ways and on many
levels. In a system with no centralized point of failure, its value is stable,
constant, and free from threat. Built without enslavement to aggressive
industry practices or standardized user exploitation, GAMBL delivers that
value in a clean, concise, and user-friendly fashion.
7.1. COIN

With a portion of operator profits destroyed and the GAMBL deflationary
economy at play, the increased use of GAMBL services reduces supply. The
economy is designed in such a way that GAMBL coins’ value is intrinsically
linked with their usage.
Simply holding GAMBL coins may lead to an increase in value as a direct
result of deflation caused by others’ use of the network. Higher usage means
lower supply, and lower supply typically increases demand.
The GAMBL deflationary economy inspires confidence in the core value of the
GAMBL coin, whether it is used or stored.
7.2. SPORTSBOOK

- A deflationary economy

GAMBL provides a private, provably fair sportsbook accessible anywhere in
the world. Users can bet to their pleasure with safety and full possession of their
own funds at all times. Users face no personal bet limitations and payouts are
guaranteed.
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The list of sports available to bet on includes, but is not limited to, the following:

FOOTBALL/SOCCER

BASKETBALL

BASEBALL

TENNIS

HOCKEY

RUGBY

HORSE RACING

AUSSIE RULES

AMERICAN FOOTBALL

CRICKET

BOXING

GOLF

MOTORSPORTS

CYCLING

ATHLETICS

MMA
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GAMBL is the only betting exchange in the world that can be accessed
globally and guarantee liquid markets for its users. The GAMBL betting exchange offers the same sports and markets as the GAMBL sportsbook.
With automatic liquidity and a low fee, bettors from all around the world can
combine to create the largest free market on sporting outcomes the world has
ever seen, and avail themselves of the best odds in the world as a result.
Winning bettors are welcome on the GAMBL blockchain, deserve their
rightful winnings just as much as anyone else, and can be viewed as helpful
for the blockchain in a completely open betting market because they
provide extra liquidity and maintain odds efficiency.
7.4. CASINO, LOTTERY, & POKER

DARTS

SNOOKER

TABLE TENNIS

E-SPORTS

The betting markets GAMBL offers include, but are not limited to, the following:

01

02

03

Moneyline/
To Win markets

Spread/
Handicap
markets

Totals
markets

7.3. BETTING EXCHANGE

GAMBL provides a private, provably fair betting exchange with an
industry-leading fee. A bettor’s chances of winning are at their highest while
using the GAMBL betting exchange.

GAMBL provides private and provably fair casino, lottery, and poker
services with an exponentially lower house edge and rake. All services are
automated and open-source. They are open to audit and guarantee fairness
for users.
7.5. OPERATORS

GAMBL creates an entirely new way for operators to get in the game.
Possessing only an odds and data feed, and the necessary collateral, holders
of GAMBL coins can join the official Operator Node pool and benefit from
their share of the 90% of profits retained by the pool. Alternatively, operators
can create their own sportsbook on the platform with their own branding and
go into business for themselves. With GAMBL it has never been easier for a
new operator to join the marketplace and run their own sportsbook.
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7.6. INVESTORS

Investors may benefit from simply holding GAMBL coins as a result of the
deflationary economy. They can also benefit from operating the core wallet
via staking rewards. Investors have the ability to run Operator Nodes to join
the official pool or create their own sportsbook and benefit from 90% profit
retention. They naturally benefit from increased adoption of the GAMBL
blockchain. As the GAMBL coin is used to partake in gaming services, there
is an added buy demand for it in the marketplace from those who are looking
to re-buy after losing bets.
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The stability and reliability of GAMBL’s 24/7 operation sets a pioneering
standard in an industry often plagued by downtime at crucial moments.
Reliable operation is crucial for exchange bettors who wish to trade in and out
of their positions at will and directly suffer losses by being trapped in a position
or locked out of a market.
The GAMBL block explorer openly and freely provides all betting data on
the blockchain. Users can see every betting transaction organized in a clear
data set, including the number of bets and exact GAMBL coin amounts bet on
each side. The exact payout amount for each side is shown for every single
event offered.

7.7. GAMING INDUSTRY

GAMBL is the world’s only globally available consolidated gaming platform
and reshapes the betting industry by proving centralized operators are no
longer optimal.

Users may connect to the block explorer from their wallet and retrieve
whatever network information they desire. This type of information is open and
free on the GAMBL blockchain, while in the traditional gaming industry it is
highly confidential and valuable.

GAMBL’s privacy practices, provably fair system, industry-leading odds,
and guaranteed payouts cannot be matched by other operators and sets a
new standard.

With the size of the global market and the undeniable advantages of
distributed ledger technology, it will not be long before centralized operators
are forced to follow GAMBL.

GAMBL removes the bad practices that have become commonplace in the
industry. It leads the way in bringing provably fair gaming to the world and
providing the gaming industry with a blank canvas on which it can paint a new
picture.
GAMBL cannot be “bought out” like previous industry competitors. It can only be faced and acknowledged, and once it has been
launched, “stopping” GAMBL will be akin to “stopping” Bitcoin.

7.8. BLOCKCHAIN INDUSTRY

The blockchain industry has some hurdles to overcome to continue its
growth. Blockchain products need to benefit end users without requiring
deep knowledge of the intricacies of the technology. This is the only way
for emerging technology to crossover into mainstream industries and
markets. GAMBL’s core goal is to achieve this crossover between the
blockchain and gaming industries in order to bring unmatched benefits to
end users in a seamless fashion.

GAMBL: A vision for the
future of gaming

3

Our Roadmap
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8. Roadmap
2022

PHASE 1
•

Create and grow GAMBL community.

•

Establish market presence and solidify
partnerships.

•

Conduct initial pre order rounds.

•

Prepare MVP and marketing for initial offering.

PHASE 2
•

Finalize MVP for initial offering.

•

Marketing for initial offering.

•

Conduct initial offering.

•

Expand GAMBL sportsbook.

•

Implement first casino games.

•

Continue to grow community & awareness.
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GAMBL has been under development for some time but requires flawless
operation of a self-regulating system, which has never been done before. It is
immature to set or expect hard deadlines at this stage of the project. For that
reason, a list of key goals for the project have been included alongside a broad
roadmap:
8.1. KEY GOALS

2023

PHASE 3

2024

•

Ramp up research & development for poker
and betting exchange systems.

•

Implement a full offering of casino games.

•

Conduct targeted casino marketing.

•

Launch lottery system.

•

Enable external operator compatibility.

CULTIVATE GAMBL
COMMUNITY

INCREASE PRODUCT
AWARENESS

CONDUCT
PRIVATE SALE

RELEASE MVP

IEO WITH
LEADING EXCHANGE

BUILD ON
CORE SERVICES

PHASE 4
•

Integrate Poker software.

•

Conduct targeted marketing for poker.

•

Onboard external operators.

•

Implement betting exchange.

•

Create sportsbook to exchange targeted
marketing campaign.

2025

PHASE 5

2026

•

Establish the GAMBL platform as the world’s
primary gaming product.

•

Develop platform governance protocol.

•

Create GAMBL foundation.

•

Fully decentralize final components –
governance, development, maintenance.

WIDESPREAD MARKETING
CAMPAIGN

GLOBAL ADOPTION
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9. Funding

10. Financial Plan

There are two primary goals when it comes to fundraising for the
GAMBL platform. The first is to raise enough capital to fund the operation,
development, marketing, and promotion of the GAMBL blockchain. The
next is to ensure a second layer of decentralization through fairly distributed
coin ownership.

The funds raised shall be dedicated solely to the GAMBL project and its direct
benefit.
They will be divided among operations as follows:

Funds shall be raised as follows:
PRE ORDER

INITIAL OFFERING

10%

50%

of coins

of coins

All privately purchased GAMBL coins will be locked until the release of the
main network in the lead-up to the Initial Offering.
10% of the total supply of coins will be held by GAMBL and dedicated towards
marketing and promotional efforts.
Another 15% of coins will be held by GAMBL as an investment and for
operational purposes.
The remaining 15% of coins will be distributed to the GAMBL team
over a twelve-month period commencing one year after the Initial
Offering. These coins will remain locked and out of circulation until then.

10.1. DEVELOPMENT

Development refers to both software and business development. When
building an original system that combines two industries, it is worth
mentioning that it is not cheap and you get what you pay for. Gaming
systems cannot be flawed or exploitable and require extreme care and
expertise to properly develop. The same can be said for distributed
blockchains. Although development costs are often large, the future
operating costs they offset are beyond comparison. Furthermore, it is
essential to possess the necessary resources to evolve along with the
platform’s potential growth.
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10.2. MARKETING

As previously mentioned, the aim of the GAMBL blockchain is to merge
industries to produce a result that is otherwise unmatched. This doesn’t
merely mean targeted marketing where the industries converge, but
individualized marketing where they don’t. A new betting product must also
establish brand loyalty, which is not earned through expensive ads and paid
reviews, but by putting the user first and creating a large community around
the product over time.
10.3. LEGAL

Any responsible project in this space must have a sizeable reserve in its budget
allocated towards legal advice and opinions.
10.4. CONSULTING

It doesn’t make much sense for a start-up, let alone a blockchain project, to set
up complete and permanent departments outside the scope initially required
to launch its services and/or products. For this reason, a portion of the funds
will be set aside for various consultancies and partnerships as required.
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11. Community Pledge
SAFE

SECURE

FAIR

TRANSPARENT

The cryptocurrency industry has a problem. Far too many projects
have ignored the value of their own communities. Even worse, some
companies are not transparent with their finances or ignore questions
about what happened to the amounts they raised. Moreover, it is common
to see companies abuse funds, or even “exit scam” with no remorse toward
their loyal community members. The GAMBL team understands the value of
proper communication and transparency. These qualities must extend beyond
the code and translate into real-world operations.
The GAMBL team is committed to safe, secure, and fair decentralized
gaming. GAMBL is a platform designed to serve its users. Users regularly
result in community members and vice versa. The GAMBL team is
committed to generating and serving its community of core users, and always
will be. A supportive core community is as precious an asset as any for a
blockchain project.
The GAMBL team is committed to true decentralization, global
accessibility, and fair distribution of GAMBL coins. Decentralization does
not stop with technology. It must be coupled with a fair distribution of coins.
The team commits to engaging with large, credible exchanges; emerging
decentralized exchanges; and fiat gateway providers on behalf of investors
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to ensure maximum availability and liquidity of GAMBL coins in a global
marketplace.
Within the first year of operation, GAMBL will convert a portion of the
funds raised into fiat currency. The remaining funds will be converted to
and held in Bitcoin. After completion of the initial offering GAMBL will
issue quarterly reports, including information about financial holdings. All
funds will be dedicated solely to the GAMBL project and its direct benefit.
Any and all gains generated by funds held will be reported and dedicated
solely to the GAMBL project and its direct benefit.
The GAMBL team believes it is time for established industries to see the
benefits of distributed ledger technology, but it also believes it is time for the
cryptocurrency industry to adopt the professional practices of established
business operations.
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12. Team

MARIO FIORINI
FOUNDER & CEO
mario@gambl.io

JASON TAURIELLO
FOUNDER & COO

jason@gambl.io

SEÁN MAC AN TSIONNAIGH
FOUNDER & CTO

sean@gambl.io

PATRICE MARIA O’LEARY

KARL BRINCAT PEPLOW

STELLA THEODOROU

CMO
patricemaria@gambl.io

CSO
karl@gambl.io

DESIGN DIRECTOR
stella@gambl.io

MARTIN JACOBSON

ANDREA PALMATÈ

JIMMY ADAMSON

PRODUCT DIRECTOR, CASINO &
POKER
martin@gambl.io

LEAD GAMING DEVELOPER
andrea@gambl.io

COMMUNITY DIRECTOR
jimmy@gambl.io

GAMBL combines the benefits of distributed ledger technology with the
best parts of the gaming industry to tap into a global marketplace and
simultaneously leverage the benefits of a community-based project. The
result is a unique, all-in-one package that cannot be matched or imitated.
It is to be noted that GAMBL is committed to safe and responsible gambling.
To further this initiative, the GAMBL team will create a responsible gambling
fund. 0.1% of all coins allocated to be destroyed, or burned, through gaming
activity will be redirected to this fund which will be issued to various responsible
gambling initiatives on a yearly basis.

CHRISTOPHER J. SIEVERS

ASJAD MASWOOD

AARON ODUM

MARKETING DIRECTOR
chris@gambl.io

LEAD GRAPHIC DESIGNER
mohammadasjad123@outlook.com

COMMUNITY MANAGER
aaron@gambl.io
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13. Founding Partners

CORPORATE SERVICES

BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT

GAMING DEVELOPMENT

LEGAL SERVICES

GBL BLOCKCHAIN LTD.
HAMILTON DEVELOPMENT, UNIT B, CHARLESTOWN, NEVIS, WEST INDIES

www.gambl.io

contact@gambl.io

